Motivated by scalable partial-duplicate visual search, there has been growing interest in a wealth of compact and efficient binary feature descriptors (e.g. ORB, FREAK, BRISK). Typically, binary descriptors are clustered into codewords and quantized with Hamming distance, following the conventional bag-of-words strategy. However, such codewords formulated in Hamming space do not present obvious indexing and search performance improvement as compared to the Euclidean codewords. In this paper, without explicit codeword construction, we explore the use of partial binary descriptors as direct codebook indices (addresses). We propose a novel approach to build multiple index tables which concurrently check for collision of the same hash values. The evaluation is performed on two public image datasets: DupImage and Holidays. The experimental results demonstrate the indexing efficiency and retrieval accuracy of our approach.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid advance in digital techniques, billions of images have been shared online. To find images containing a particular object or partially similar object using a query image is like finding a needle in a haystack [12] [10] .
In large-scale image retrieval systems, many state-of-theart approaches leverage scalable textual retrieval techniques (e.g. bag-of-words) for image search [4] [3] [7] . Similar to text words in information retrieval, local features (e.g. SIFT [1] ) are quantized into visual words, where all visual words constitute a visual codebook. However, conventional feature quantization has several drawbacks: a) Necessity of visual codebook training: the visual codebook has to be trained in advance and the training process is computationally expensive, especially with a large amount of sample features. b) Limited reliability: the effectiveness of codebook construction relies on the collection of image features and codebook generation methods (e.g. Vocabulary Tree [8] , k-means). c) Update inefficiency: with many new features collected, updating a large visual codebook requires a wealth of effort and re-clustering features is computationally inefficient [20] [21] .
Instead of being trapped in such dilemmas, researchers have explored many different ways to improve search performance [5] [13] [16] [17] [9] . Jegou et al. [5] proposed the Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors(VLAD) which are derived from local descriptors to replace the bag-of-words histogram. However, search results of the VLAD pipeline are severely limited to the cluster center of training sets. Any cluster inconsistency can severely impact search performance. Zhou et al. [13] proposed a scalar quantization strategy, which transforms a conventional SIFT feature to a binary bit vector by setting a threshold on each dimension. Their results utilize and preserve the Euclidean similarity between SIFT feature pairs to some extent. However, the threshold is not easily chosen among various image datasets. A joint indexing approach [9] was shown to optimize the quantization process. They indicate that multiple quantizers are effective in improving the indexing recall. Moreover, there has been growing interest in many compact and efficient binary feature descriptors(e.g. ORB [11] , FREAK [14] , BRISK [15] ) for visual matching applications. Typically, binary local descriptors are clustered into codewords and quantized with Hamming distance, following the conventional bag-of-words strategy. However, such codewords formulated in Hamming space do not present obvious indexing and search efficiency improvements as compared to the Euclidean ones.
In this paper, without explicit codeword training, we explore the use of partial binary descriptors as direct codebook indices (addresses). Intuitively, if a codeword address is represented with t bits, the maximum total number of codewords or index table size is 2 t . However, the number Figure 1 illustrates a toy example of our proposed approach.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Instead of explicit codewords, we explore the use of partial binary descriptors as direct codebook addresses.
• We propose a novel approach to building multiple index tables which concurrently check for partial collision of binary features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the formulation of our proposed method, including constructing multiple index tables and indexing with the inverted-file structure. Experimental results on two publicly available data sets are reported in Section 3, followed by the conclusions in Section 4.
SEARCH WITH MULTIPLE INDEX TA-BLES
In this section, we illustrate our approach to two aspects: constructing multiple index tables offline and searching with inverted file structure in real-time. Figure 2 illustrates the flowchart of our proposed search strategy.
Multiple index table construction
Assume that the length of binary visual descriptor x is l, each one is partitioned into m disjoint binary substrings, x 1 , . . . , x m and each of length ⌊l/m⌋ bits. We suppose that the binary bits are evenly distributed in various substrings. Given a dataset of binary descriptors, let m index tables be created for initialization. We conduct a projection from each binary feature to equal segments in the dataset which is denoted as "projection hash". Any complex hash function could be incorporated into our proposed pipeline, while in this paper we adopt the simplest one and select l/m bits to form m hash vectors in left-to-right order. The hash substrings determine where a certain binary descriptor should be stored in the index entries when t is set to 32 while the number of unique codewords after projection is much less than 10 8 . In this paper, for a 256-bit ORB binary feature, we choose 8 index tables and t is 32 bits. For a 512-bit FREAK binary feature, we set m, t be equal to 16 and 32 respectively.
Motivated by previous work on multi-index hashing [19] , we cut the long codes into smaller segments and build multiple index tables using these substrings as addresses. For each table, the dimension of Hamming space and radius of the Hamming ball to be searched are only a fraction of that without projection hash, which greatly reduces the number of buckets to be checked. During the feature matching for each table, threshold r decreases to r/m accordingly and the candidate result must satisfy the following condition in at least one substring k, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, such that
where ∥·∥ H denotes Hamming norm and the proof can be found in [19] . Taking the previous example, suppose we separate each 256-bit binary code into 8 segments of 32-bit codes, the total number of buckets to be checked is much less than a single table using the whole binary code as indices. Algorithm 1 summarizes the process of constructing index tables.
Search with the inverted-file structure
In image search, the problem of feature matching between images can be considered as finding a feature's nearest or approximately nearest neighbors within a certain range [22] . When the feature amount becomes very large, say, over one million, it is too computationally expensive to find the nearest neighbors by linearly comparing all features' binary vectors. To address this issue, an inverted file structure, which is leveraged from text retrieval, can be used for scalable indexing of a large-scale image dataset.
In traditional inverted-file structure for image search, a group of visual words are pre-trained. Each visual word is followed with an entry list of image features which were quantized to visual word. Each indexed feature in the list records its image ID and some other clues [2] . In our work, for a descriptor q in a query image, we divide it into m sub- In the inverted image list, store the ID of the image where the descriptor appears. 6: until binary features of all the images have been indexed r/m of q i and retrieve candidates Ni(q). The union of the m multiple tables N (q) = ∪ i Ni(q) constitute matching results. When r increases, more candidate true matches could be included. But when r is too large, many noisy matches are also included and therefore degrade the search performance. The parameter r was empirically set to 32.
Given a query image, matching images are looked up in the multiple index tables. We formulate the image retrieval as a voting problem. Each verified feature casts a vote to the corresponding target image. We define the similarity between two images by cardinality of matched feature set. Finally, the target images are ranked by their similarity scores and returned to the users as retrieved results.
EXPERIMENTS
We conducted experimental comparisons with several stateof-the-art approaches, including Vocabulary Tree(VT) [8] and VLAD [5] . We also evaluate performance using only the first index table instead of multiple ones and call it Single Index Table. The evaluation is performed on two publicly available datasets, DupImage [6] and Holidays [7] . We implemented the experiments on a server with a 16-core 2.4GHz CPU and 16 GB memory. Similar to [3] [5], mean Average Precision(mAP) is adopted to evaluate the performance of all methods.
Evaluation on DupImage Dataset
The DupImage dataset contains 1104 images collected from 33 groups, including Mona Lisa, StarBucks Logo etc. We mix the dataset with one million images crawled from the Web. To evaluate the performance with respect to the size of dataset, we construct three smaller dataset (50K, 200K, and 500K) by sampling the dataset. For baseline approaches of Vocabulary Tree and VLAD, the following parameter setting is utilized: we adopt one-million visual codebook(a vocabulary tree with branch factor as 10 and level number as 6). And for VLAD, the dictionary size is 64 and the parameter of power-law normalization is 0.5. As aforementioned, we utilize 256-bit ORB descriptor to build 8 indexing tables, labeled as Multiple Index Table. Figure 3 provides the performance comparison of different approaches in terms of mAP. We can see that our scheme based on the ORBfeature outperforms both VT and VLAD approaches. Our approach demonstrates consistent superiority over conventional approaches for all tested dataset sizes. Table  VLAD  Multiple Index Tables   50K  200K  500K  1M In addition, we observe from the comparison that a single index table demonstrates less effectiveness than the proposed multiple indexing tables. this is mainly due to two reasons. First, a single index table is constructed by choosing one substring as the index. Such bit-selection leads to losing important image clues. Second, the Hamming distance between feature pairs is also severely affected as fewer bits instead of all feature are chosen. Moreover, Table 1 illustrates mAP comparisons when we increase the number of index tables. We can see that it achieves the best performance and yields an mAP of 0.54 when 8 index tables are fully used. It shows that search performance significantly improves when we fully utilize binary feature with multiple index tables.
Evaluation on Holidays Dataset
To further test the effectiveness of our algorithm, we validate it on the Holidays dataset. This dataset contains personal holiday photos provided by INRIA [7] . The dataset itself contains 1491 images. A subset of 500 images serves as queries. Each query is compared to the other 1490 images in a leave-one-out fashion. To evaluate the performance on a large scale, a distractor dataset of 1 million images downloaded from Flickr is also provided.
We use the same parameter setting as selected in the previous subsection. Figure 3 shows the experimental comparison results of our approach with baseline approaches. When the size of dataset is 50K, our method achieves a mAP of 0.64 and obtains 28.0% and 8.3% relative improvement compared with VT and VLAD, respectively. It can also be observed that our approach shows consistent improvement to VLAD when the dataset size increases to 1M . It is interesting to note that, as dataset size increases, the accuracy improvement of our approach over VLAD becomes smaller. This is partially due to the tradeoff between parameters r and m. Also, we employ a simple hash function instead of complex ones which might contribute to performance improvement. In Figure 4 , we show some visualized results on a large-scale image dataset for various queries, such as 
Efficiency Analysis
We also evaluate our approach from the aspect of efficiency. Table 2 shows the average time cost per query for all three retrieval approaches. Benefiting in part from binary features, it can be observed that our approach is more efficient in indexing one million features, which takes 4.23 and 7.23 seconds to index one million ORB and FREAK features. Our approach with ORB features is 13 and 10 times faster than VT and VLAD, respectively. It should be noted that another distinctiveness of our approach from others is that no visual codebook needs to be trained which could save much computation. In contrast, for the VT method, a large visual codebook containing millions of codewords has to be trained in a time-consuming way. Moreover, it is still unclear whether such a codebook could capture and model the sample distribution in high dimensional feature space (128-D) [13] . For instance, a hierarchical vocabulary tree requires 156M memory to be loaded into main memory. And the memory cost of VLAD approach for codebook is 324 bytes. In contrast, our approach based on ORB or FREAK features does not need memory to store a pre-trained codebook.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a novel approach to building multiple index tables for large-scale image search. Without explicit codeword training, we explore the use of partial binary descriptors as direct codebook indices (addresses). Experimental results on two public datasets have demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach. Our approach can also be combined and enhanced by several post-possessing techniques [6] to further improve the image retrieval performance. 
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